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Your fascia rings for fingers and arms.



Your
fingers
are in
good
hands.



Fingerpocket and armpocket are THE fascia rings on the market. 
Guaranteed, consistent product and packaging quality. Selection of the proper intensities 
for a wide range of applications, and All Goods GmbH as the direct contact from Austria. 
This retailer information gives you an overview of our products and your possibilities as Partner!
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The massage ring for your fingers. fingerpocket promotes perfusion when you roll the rings individually over your fingers 
with slight pressure. This helps warm up in sports, protects against injuries and can accelerate regeneration and effectively 
relieve pain in case of injury. The rings are therefore often used by physiotherapists and occupational therapists during 
treatment as well. In addition, the fascia of your fingers are massaged. This is good for flexibility and promotes 
concentration and focus.

\ product.
fingerpocket.



fingerpocket is available in two colour variants. The rings in the set differ in hardness. 
A handy cotton bag for storage is included.

Package contents fingerpocket:
- 2 fascia rings in different intensities made of nickel-free stainless steel
- Colour combinations: blue & gold and pink & green 
- Packaged in handy cotton bag
- 1 sticker with how-to instructions

fingerpocket.



The massage ring for your arms. armpocket is a large fascia ring that massages your forearm. This helps to accelerate the 
removal of pesky lactate during training. This allows you to continue sooner, whether during boulder training, weight 
training, or before the next attempt to pass through your project.armpocket is a versatile alternative to a foam roll – it 
alleviates wrist pain, dissolves adhesions and promotes the healing process of muscle injuries of the arms by 
increasing the blood perfusion.

armpocket.



armpocket is available in a standard size selected so that everyone can perform targeted and 
effective massage with it. The cotton bag comes included!

Package contents armpocket:
1 fascia ring for arms and calves made of nickel-free stainless steel
- Colour: silver
- Packaged in a handy cotton bag 
- 1 sticker with how-to instructions

armpocket.



fingerpocket and armpocket are your optimal daily companions for all sports placing intensive demands on fingers, 
ligaments and joints. No matter whether you are doing climbing, bouldering, cycling, running, yoga, skiing, snowboarding, 
surfing or handball. Or very specifically during finger training on the campus board. fingerpocket and armpocket actively 
help to improve your training, increase your performance and protect your body, and give you a pleasant feeling of warmth 
during use.

fields of use.



The benefits of our products at a glance:

- Stimulation of perfusion
- Massage
- Improvement of focus/concentration
- Stimulation of the fasciae
- Active protection against injuries
- Accelerates the removal of lactate (armpocket)
- Accelerates regeneration in case of injuries
- Warms your fingers (fingerpocket)
- Pain relief
- Concentration boost 
- Dissolves adhesions

benefits.



The easy, fast and uncomplicated way to sell our products. 
Retailers of fingerpocket have unbeatable advantages:

- Straightforward ordering from our online shop via dealer access
- Delivery within 5 to 10 working days for stock goods
- No minimum order value
- Stylish wooden sales display with elegant Alu-Dibond CDU
- Co-branding in special packaging possible
- Individual offers, matched to the retailer’s needs
- Product-related marketing by All Goods GmbH
- Direct contact from Innsbruck, Austria
- Possibility of consignment according to validity and consultation

\\ b2b.
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Retailers who order for the first time 
benefit from our special starter kit conditions.

- Sales display free of charge 
(from minimum order value after consultation)
- Merchandise material
- Active advertising of your shop or climbing hall
- Product-oriented marketing 
through the All Goods GmbH
- Direct contact in Innsbruck, Austria
- Possibility for commission-charge
after consultation

starter‘s-kit.



All Goods GmbH offers attractive co-branding opportunities for bulk buyers:

- Custom-made packaging
- Aluminium can in the colour of your choice (silver, black, gold or red)
- Laser engraving of the logo on the lid
- Rings in your corporate colour
- Merchandise articles co-branded
- Individual EAN code on the base of the can

co-branding.
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Write to us, call us, visit us in Innsbruck. 
We are looking forward to your inquiries via

E-Mail
mail@finger-pocket.com

Phone
AT: +43 699 81203974
AT: +43 660 5958852
D: +49 151 54820508

Address
All Goods GmbH
Andreas-Hofer-Straße 8
6020 Innsbruck

ATU 70065056
Firmenbuchnr.: 442754i 
Gerichtsstand Innsbruck

Bank Details
Tiroler Sparkasse
IBAN: AT31 2050 3033 0208 6487 
BIC: SPIHAT22

contact.



www.finger-pocket.com

Find even more information
on our products!

social.

@fingerpocket

Follow us on Instagram for 
updates and insights!

https://vimeo.com/
user97772811

Have a look on our How-To-
Videos on vimeo.



Now stop
scrolling.

And start
rolling.


